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Abstract 
A class of iterated processes i  studied by proving a joint functional limit theorem for a pair 
of independent Brownian motions. This Strassen method is applied to prove global (t -~ oc), 
as well as local (t --, 0), LIL type results for various iterated processes. Similar results are also 
proved for iterated random walks via invariance. 
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1. Introduction 
Let {Wl(t), -oc  < t < oc} and {W2(t), 0~<t < c~c} be two independent Wiener 
processes. In a recent paper Burdzy (1993) proposed to investigate the following pro- 
cess: 
{Z( t ) := WI(W2(t)), O<.t < oc}, 
which he called iterated Brownian motion (IBM). For traces of the origin of this 
concept we refer to the literature cited in, and comments of, Burdzy (1993, 19943. The 
main result of Burdzy's 1993 paper is the following LIL: almost surely (a.s.) 
Z(t) 2 5,'4 
lira sup = ( 1.1 ) 
t~o tb'4(loglog l / t )  3/4 3 3:4. 
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On the other hand, in a different context, Csfiki, CsiSrg6, F~51des and R6v6sz (CsCsFR) 
(1989) proved the following result: if t/2(t) is the local time at zero of W2(t) and 
V(t) := Wl(t/2(t)), then 
V(t)  25/4 
lira sup - a.s. (1.2) 
t -~  tl/a(log log t) 3/4 33/4 
Consequently, and equivalently, due to 
~" max W2(s), t>~0~, (1.3) t>~O} 
(O<~s<~t J 
a well-known theorem of P. L~vy, we have also 
lira sup Wl(maxo<~s<<tW2(s)) 2 5/4 
- a . s .  (1 .4 )  
t -~  tl/4(log log t) 3/4 33/4 
A comparison of these results suggests that there should exist a general method for 
obtaining the above statements. 
In this paper we show that the method of proof of (1.2) = (1.4) in CsCsFR (1989) 
can be extended and applied to studying path properties of a number of similar it- 
erated processes. The hinted at method of proof in the latter paper is an application 
of Strassen's functional law of the iterated logarithm for establishing (1.2), for exam- 
ple (cf. (4.5) of CsCsFR (1989, Section 4)). A similar use of Strassen's method was 
applied by Deheuvels and Mason (1992) to explaining the unusual imiting constant, 
which is also like that of (1.1), (1.2) and (1.4) above, in Kiefer's (1967) study of 
Bahadur's representation f sample quantiles. For a summary of results and further 
references on Bahadur-Kiefer representations we refer to Cs6rg6 and R6v6sz (1981, 
Section 5.2), Cs6rg6 (1983, Ch. 6) and Cs6rg6 and Horvfith (1993, Sections 3.3, 3.4, 
4.4, 4.5, 6.5 and 6.6). 
In Cs6rg6, F61des and R6v6sz (CsFR) (1993), an unpublished preliminary version 
of this paper, we extend the method of proof of (1.2) ~ (1.4) in CsCsFR (1989) via 
establishing a partial Strassen type result for the pair (W1(W2), W2), which we now 
extend to a full global (t ~ ~)  Strassen type theorem (cf. Theorem 3.1). In a recent 
work that is spiritually related to CsFR (1993), and also to the present exposition, 
Arcones (1994) studies the local Strassen law of the iterated logarithm for Gaussian 
processes and their compositions, including the iteration of a Brownian motion by 
itself. 
Burdzy's local (t ~ 0) law of the iterated logarithm in (1.1) is the modulus of con- 
tinuity of the process Z at 0. Khoshnevisan and Lewis (1993a) establish the uniform 
modulus of continuity for Z, and in Khoshnevisan and Lewis (1993b) they prove the 
analogue of Chung's other law of the iterated logarithm for Z. Our global (t ---, ~)  
Strassen type theorem (cf. Theorem 3.1) implies the global (t ~ ~)  version of Bur- 
dzy's LIL in (1.1) (cf. Theorem 3.3), as well as some related results (cf. Theorem 3.2). 
Analogues of our main results with random times tending to zero instead of infinity 
as t ~ cx~ (cf. Theorems 4.1 and 4.2) imply, in particular, Burdzy's local modulus of 
continuity in (1.1) as well. 
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A modification of the iterated Brownian motion 
{H(t) := W~(IW2(t)[); O~t < ~} (1.5) 
was used by Funaki (1979) to give a probabilistic solution to the non-linear partial 
differential equation: 
~4u 1 ~u 
Ox 4 8 ~3t with u(O,x) uo(x). 
One of our results (cf. (3.6)) concludes that we have 
H(t )  2 5/4 
lim sup = a.s., (1.6) 
t~  tx/4(log log t) 3/4 33/4 
just like in (1.1), (1.2) and (1.4) again, while the global statement (3.3) of Theorem 
3.2 summarizes how these same constants are arrived at. 
An analogue of W(t)/t I/2 ~- N(0, 1) for each fixed t > 0, where W is a standard 
Brownian motion, is 
H(t)/t 1/4 ~X. IY I  1/2, t > 0 fixed, (1.7) 
where X and Y are independent standard normal random variables. To see this, observe 
that 
H(t) Wl(lW2(t)[) IW2(t)l 1/2 
t l /4 -  iW2(t)ll/2 tl/4 (1.8) 
and, conditionally on I4:2 and t, the two factors in (1.8) are independent. Hence (1.7) 
follows. 
Burdzy (1994) studies higher order variations of  IBM and proves in particular that 
the fourth-order variation of  IBM is a deterministic linear function. The latter re- 
sult can be viewed as a deeper manifestation of  the distributional nature of  IBM 
as in (1.7). 
The distribution appearing in (1.7) is the same as that in Dobrushin's theorem 
(1955). In CsCsFR (1992, p. 681) it appears as the asymptotic distribution of certain 
additive functionals. The connection of these additive funetionals and the 
distribution of the random variable X -IY[ 1/2 is explained in the same paper and 
also in CsCsFR (1989), where Brownian local time {L(a,t); a E El, t>~0} 
is studied as a two-time parameter stochastic process via approximating it 
almost surely by a Wiener sheet. For example, from a result like that 
in (1.2) and the hinted at strong approximation we conclude (cf. (4.5*) in CsCsFR 
(1989)) 
L( l , t )  -L(O,t) 25/4 
lim sup = 2 • - -  a.s., 
t~  tl/4(log log t) 3/4 3 3''4 
a somewhat surprising result in the light of both L(O,t) and L(1,t) having 'normal' 
LIL behaviour on their own. 
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We note in passing that, on account of having 
H(t) ~ Wl(max Wz(s)) ~ Wl(q2(t)), t > 0 fixed, (1.9) 
O<~s<~t 
where r/z(t) is the local time at zero of Wz(.) up to time t~>0, via (1.7) we have as 
well that for any fixed t > 0 
Wl( max Wz(s))/t u4 ~ WlOlz(t))/t u4 ~ X .  IY[ 1/2, (1.10) 
O<~s<~t 
i.e., for t > 0 fixed, the distribution in (1.7) is also the distribution of the first two 
random variables of (1.10). The emphasis put on fixed t > 0 in (1.9) is, of course, 
only for the sake of having the first ~ there. Indeed, on account of (1.3), the second 
in (1.9) holds true for all finite dimensional distributions as well. The latter, in 
particular, yields for example the already noted equivalence of (1.2) and (1.4). 
The structure of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we adopt the concept of IBM 
composition for constructing iterated random walks. Via proving invariance principles 
for these processes, we establish Dobrushin-type weak laws as well, for both iterated 
processes. We state our main results in Section 3. Some local versions of the main 
global results are mentioned in Section 4. The proofs of the main results are in Sections 
5 and 6. 
2. Iterated random walk, invariance and distributions 
Let $1 (.),$2(.) be two independent simple symmetric random walks on the real line, 
that is to say 
Si(0) = 0, 
1l 
Si(n) = ~Xj  ~i), i= 1,2, (2.1) 
j -- I  
where~Xff ) '~ , i  = 1,2, are two independent sequences of  i.i.d.r.v.'s with distribution 
) j 1 
P(x(i)= 1)= P(x( i )=-1)  = 1/2, i=  1,2. Then the composition 
U(n) := Sz(lS2(n)[) (2.2) 
can be interpreted as a random walk on random points of the line. Thus {U(n)},~ 0 is 
a random walk on the path space of $1 (-), governed by IS2(')I. Clearly, the asymptotic 
behaviour of U(n) should be similar to that of H(n) of (1.5). Indeed, the following 
invariance principle enables us to conclude parallel results for the iterated random walk 
U(n), proving them only for the IBM H(n). 
Theorem 2.1. On a rich enough probability space ( f~,~,P)  one can construct an 
iterated Wiener process {H(t); t~>0} and an iterated random walk {U(n); n = 
0, 1,2,...} such that 
max ]U(k) - H(k)[ = O(logn) a.s. (2.3) 
l~k<~n 
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Proof. Applying the Koml6s et al. (1975, 1976) invariance principle for partial sums 
of i.i.d.r.v.'s, and Theorem 1.2.1 of Cs6rg6 and R6v6sz (1981) for the increments of 
a Wiener process, we get 
max IU (k ) -H(k ) l  = max IS,(]S2(k)I)-WI(IW2(k)I)I 
l<~k<~n l<~k~n 
~< max ]SI( IS2(k) I ) -  Wl(l&(k)l)l 
l<~k~n 
+ max IWI(tS2(k)I)-W~(IW2(k)I)I 
l <~k <~n 
~< O(logn) -+- sup IWl(s) - Wl(t)l 
OEs, t<~n 12 
I s -  t l =O(Iog n ) 
= O(log n) + O(logn) = O(logn) a.s., (2.4) 
with any arbitrary c > 0 in the second inequality. 
This result then implies for example that for U(n) we must have the same ElL as 
for H(t). Indeed, by combining (2.4) with (1.6), and using again Cs6rg6 and R6v6sz 
(1981, Theorem 1.2.1), we obtain 
U(n) H(n) 
= lim sup limsup,~oo nl/4(loglogn) 3/4 n ~ c  nl/4(loglogn)3/4 
H(t) 25''4 
=limsuPt~o~ t l '4( loglogt)  3/4 - 33`4 a.s. (2.5) 
Moreover, on account of (2.4), we have also 
u(k) H(k )  (logn  
max = 0 = o(1 ) a.s. (2.6) 
Consequently, by combining (1.7) with (2.6), as n ~ oe we obtain 
u(n)  ~ x .  [Yh I,'2 (2.7) 
H 1'4 ---o 
A slight variation of the proof of Theorem 2.1 implies that, on the probability space 
of the latter theorem, we have also 
$1( max~k.<, IS2(k)l) - Wl(lmax.<k~,, ]W2(k)l) = O(log n) a.s. (2.8) 
Consequently, the two stochastic processes have identical LILs. Indeed, by (2.8) and 
(3.4), we have 
s, ( ax js2 k q  
k.l<~k<~n J 25'4 
limsup,;~ nl/4(loglogn)3/4 -- 33 4 a.s. (2.9) 
The limiting distribution of various iterated random walks can be studied and ob- 
tained via the invariance principle in (2.8) and by the following results. 
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G(u) = P( sup [W(s)[ ~<ux/t) 
O<~s<~t 
4 N ~,  (-1)J  e_(~2/8,,2)(zj+l)2 
= ~ ~ 2j-7-~ , u>~o, 
j=0 
and g(u) = G'(u). Then 
P ( Wl(oSUPt [ W2(s)[) <.xt'/4 ) 
/o (5)  ' = • O(u)du = ~ + ~ ~-ff~o G(u)du 
= ~ + n3/21  xv~ J--z~o 2J + 1 N  ~,  (-1)J fo°°V_l/2e_(X2/2,v_(n2/8)(2j+l,XV2dv 
Then using (cf. Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, 1980, 3. 462) 
vV-le-&2-~Vdv = (2fl)-V/ZF(v)e~2/SflD_v 7 , 
where Dp is the parabolic ylinder function, defined by 
Dp(z) = 2p/2e -z2/4 F((1 - p)/2) 2' 2; 
- r(-p/2) 2- '2 '2  ' 
z c¢(c¢ + 1 ) z 2 ~z(~ + 1 )(c¢ + 2) z 3 + +. . - ,  
7@+1)2!  ?(7 + 1)(y+2) 3! • (~,y;z) = 1 + 7T., + 
where 
we obtain 
Theorem 2.2. For t > 0 and -o~ < x < ~z we have 
x2 ) 
~(2 j+ 1) :=L~(x). 
P ( WZ(oSUPt ] Wz(s )]) ~ xt'/4 )
1 2x ~ (-1)/ 
= 2 + ~--~ j=o (2j + I)3/2 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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Moreover, for t > 0 and 0 <~ x < oc, we have 
P (IWI(oSUPt[W2(s)[)I <~xtl/'4 ) =P sup W1 (z) <~xt 1/4) 
O~<z~< sup IW2(s)l 
= P \O<~s<~t ( sup Wl(IW2(s)l)<~xt 1/4) = 2Ll(X)- l. 
Finally, Jbr t > 0 and 0 <~ x < oc, we have 
P ',,O~<s~<t( sup IWl lW2(s)l)l~xt ./4)= p (O<~z<~ :uU$Iwa(s)} I WI (z)l <~xt 1/4) 
(2.14) 
= G x g(u)du = 2-~ ( -  1)J(2j + 1 ) 
j=0  
exp -8~x2(2j + l)2u G(u)du := L2(x). (2.15) 
Proof. The first equality in (2.14) follows since I Wl(u)[ has the same distribution as 
suP0~<s~ . Wl(s) and sup0~<s~ t ]W2(s)l is independent from Wl. The second equality in 
(2.14) and the first equality in (2.15) are due to the respective qualities of the random 
variables concerned. Now (2.14) follows from (2.13) since the distribution in (2.13) 
is symmetric. [] 
Combining Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and (2.8) we obtain 
Corollary 2.1. 
lim P (&( max [S2(k)l)/gll/4~x) 
n--~3c \ I ~<k ~<n 
=: Ll(X), -oc  < x < oc, (2.16) 
lim P (IS,( max ]S2(k)l)l/n 1/4 <~x) 
n- ,oo  \ I ~<k ~<n 
= lim P ( max Sj(¢)/nl"4<~x) 
n--~ec 1~</~ max IS2(k~] 
l~k~n 
and 
= n+oolim P \l~k~<n ( max S, ( IS2(k ) l ) / r l  [/4 ~X) 
lim P ( max ]Sl(]&(k)])]/n '/4 <~x) 
n--+ cxD \ l ~-- k <~ n
=l im P(  max ,Sl(~),/fll"4~X) 
n~cxa 1~<,/~ < max [S2(k){ 
l<~k~n 
=2L l (x ) -  1, 0 ~< x < oc, (2.17) 
---- L2 (x ) ,  0 ~< X < ~C. (2.18) 
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The notion of iterated random walk as defined in (2.2) is a special case 
of randomly stopped processes in general. For a summary of results in this more 
general context, but not from an IBM LIL point of view, we refer to R6v6sz (1968, 
Ch. 10), Cs6rg6 and RSv6sz (1981, Ch. 7), Gut (1988) and Cs6rg6 and 
Horvfith (1993, Sections 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5). Indeed, it appears to us that 
investigations like, for example, our present ones along IBM LIL lines have 
not been considered so far in terms of randomly stopped processes in 
general. 
3. Statement of the main results 
Let J be the Strassen class of functions, i.e. 5gCC[O, 1] is the class of ab- 
solutely continuous functions (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) on [0, 1] for 
which 
f01 f (O)  = 0 and j '2(x)dx ~< 1. 
The set of ~2 valued, absolutely continuous functions {( f (y ) ,  9(x)), 0 ~< y ~< 1, 
0 ~<x ~< 1 } for which 
f (0 )  = 9(0) = 0 
and 
fo I )C2 (y)dy + fo 1 02(x)dx ~ 1 
will be called Strassen class 5f 2. 
Let Co[O, 1] C C[O, 1] be the set of the continuous functions f ( . )  on [0, 1] for which 
f (O)  = O. Let A be an operator on C0[O, 1], satisfying 
(C .1 )Ac f=cPAf  (p>~l, c > 0), 
(C.2) Af>-O, 
(C.3) AU C Co[0, 1], 
(C.4) A is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of C0[0, 1], i.e., Vc > 0, 
K > O, 36 = 6(e,K) > 0 such that if f ,g  c C0[0,1], suPo~x<~l]f(x)[<.K, 
sup0~x~< 1 lg(x)[ ~<K and suP0~<x~ 1 [f(x)-y(x)[ < 6, then suP0~x~l IAf(x)-Ag(x) l  <<.e, 
(C.5) supf~jAf (x)  = 2(A,x) = 2x,0 < 2x~ < 1. 
We note that the following operators atisfy conditions (C.1)-(C.5):  
(i) Af (x )= If(x)[ with p = 1, 2~ = x 1/2, 
(ii) Af (x )= maxo<.v<~xf(y) with p = 1, 2x ----x 1/2, 
(iii) Af (x )= max0~<y~x If(Y)[ with p = 1, 2x = x ~/2, 
(iv) Af(x)  = h(x)lf(x)l, where O<~h(x)<~ 1, h(x) ~ C[0, 1] is fixed, with p = 
1,2x = h(x)x 1/2, 
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fo X (v) Af (x )= If(y)lPdy with p = p~> 1, 2x = k(p ,x )= x(p+2)/2k(p, 1), where 
(/o )' k(p, 1 )=2(p+2)P /2 -1p  p/2 ( l_ tP) - t . '2dt  (3.1) 
The value of k(p, 1) in case (v) was evaluated by Strassen (1964). 
Now we formulate our main results. Throughout, with any Brownian motion W, 
f (u )  = W(uT), 0~<u~< 1, will be considered as a function of u. 
Theorem 3.1. Let WI(.) and W2(.) be two independent standard Wiener processes 
starting from zero, and let A be an operator satLsfying conditions (C.1)-(C.5). Then 
jbr 0 <~x <~ 1, 0 <~ y <<, 1, the limit set of the vector 
Tp:4(2 log log T)(R+2)/'4 ' (2T log log T) I,'2 J
(3.2) 
ts (.f(yAg(x)),g(x)), where ( f ,g )E / f2 .  
As a consequence of Theorem 3.1, we will obtain 
Theorem 3.2. For 0~<x~<l, 0~<y~<l 
W, (yA W2(xT)) 
l imsup = sup f (yAg(x))  
T~ Tp/a(21oglog T)(p+2)/4 (f,~l)~:,y, 2 
= ~1,'2,y l/2pp..4(p + 2) (P+2)/42' .2 a.s. (3.3) 
Consequently, we have (1.4) -: (1.2). as well as 
W1 (ymaxo ~< t ~ T IW2(xt)[) 
lim sup 
r~ TV4(log log T) 3/4 
W~(ylWz(xT)]) 
lim sup 
r . . . .  T1/4(log log T) 3/4 
Wl (yh(x)[W2(xT )l) 
lim sup T)3, 4 r~ T1/4(log log 
lira sup 
r -~ Tp/4(log log T)(p+2),'4 
= 25,,43 3/4 V '2X '4 a.s., 
= 25/43-3 '4yl '2x l  '4 a.s., 
25/43 3'4 v/2(h(r))l'2xl.'4 a .s., 
= (k (p ,x ) ) l '2y l , '2pp  ,4 
(p  + 2)-(P+2)"42(P+4)/4 a.s., 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
where p = p >~ l. 
Having (3.5), it is easy to prove the following global (t ~ oc) version of (1.1). 
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Theorem 3.3. Let {Wl(t); -cxz < t < ~} and {W2(t); 0~<t < cx~} be independent 
Wiener processes. Then 
WI(W2(T) )  - -  25/43-3/4 a.s. (3.8) lim sup 
r~c~ Tl /4( loglogT) 3/4 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 demonstrate the usefulness of Strassen's method as established 
in Theorem 3.1 for studying path properties of various compositions of Brownian 
motions and their relations to some other processes of interest (cf. (1.2), (2.2), (2.5), 
(2.7) and (2.9)). This method can be applied in other similar situations as well. For 
instance, the following process can be studied similarly: 
{r(t)  := Wl(IW2([w3(t)[)[), o<~t < c¢}, 
where WI, m2, W 3 are independent Wiener processes. In this context we state, without 
proof, the following result. 
Theorem 3.4. 
F(T)  
lim sup 
T -~ Tl/8(loglog T) 7/8 
= 127/8/77/8 a.s. (3.9) 
4. Analogues of the main results with random times tending to zero 
A main feature of our Theorems 3.1-3.3 is that they are global laws of iterated 
logarithm, i.e. their random times tend to infinity a.s. as T ~ oc. It is well known that 
P. L6vy's global (t ---+ oo) law of the iterated logarithm for Brownian motion translates 
into his local (t I 0) law of the iterated logarithm (cf. e.g. Theorems 1.3.1 and 1.3.3 
in Cs6rg5 and R6v6sz (1981)), and vice versa, via the time inversion transformation 
of Brownian motion. Namely we have 
W(t) W(t) 
lim sup = lim sup (2tloglogt)l/2 = 1 a.s., (4.1) t-~o (2tloglog(1/t)) 1/2 t---,oo 
due to W(.), defined by 
W(t)= ~tW(1/t) if t > 0, 
(4.2) 
k O if t = 0, 
being a Wiener process if W(.) is a Wiener process. 
While our Theorem 3.3 is clearly the global version of Burdzy's result (1.1), it 
cannot be simply transformed via (4.2) to yield the latter. However, the following 
local analogues of our main results whose random times tend to zero a.s. as T ~ ~,  
which may be also of interest on their own, take care of such matters. 
Theorem 4.1. 
T p/4 WI ( T -PA  W2(xT)]x:l  ) 
lim sup 
r~ (log log T)  (p+2)/4 
=- ,~ l/2 pp/4(p @ 2 )-(p+2)/42(P+4)/4 a.s. 
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Consequently 
Tl/4Wl(T-lmaxo<~t<~rWz(t)) 
lim sup 
r~ (log log T) 3/4 
Tl/4 Wl ( T -  lmaxo<~t<~ rl W2( t )l ) 
lim sup 
r~,  (log log T) 3/4 
T1/4WI(T-IIw2(t)I ) 
lim sup 
r~ (log log T) 3/4 
fo  T Tp/'4WI(T -(I+p) IW2(t)lPdt) 
lim sup 
r -~ (log log T) (p+2)/4 
= lim sup 
T1/4WI(T-Iq2(T)) 
(log log T) 3/4 
= 25/43 3/4 a.s., 
= 25"43 -3/4 a.s., 
= 25/43-3/4 a.s., 
: c (p )  a.s. (p~>l),  
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
where 
f01 ) p/2 c(p)  : 2(P+6)/n(p + 2) -1 (1  - -  tp)-l/2dt 
As a consequence of (4.5) we have the following local version of Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem 4.2. Let {Wl(t), -oc  < t < oc} and {We(t), 0~<t < <x~} be independent 
Wiener processes. Then 
TI/4WI(T-1W2(T)) _ 25.'43 3/4 
lim sup -- a.s. (4.7) 
r--,~ (log log T) 3/4 
Now, as a consequence of (4.7) and (4.2), via T = 1/t, we have also 
WI(W2(t)) = 25,43_3:4 lim sup 
t~0 tl/4(log log t - I  )3,/4 a.s., (4.8) 
that is to say we get (1.1), the result we quoted from Burdzy (1993). 
For proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 we refer to CsFR (1993), 
5. Three lemmas and a proposition 
Lemma 5.1. Let 
(i) Wl(t) and W2(t) be independent, standard Wiener processes starting J?om 
zero, 
(ii) ~pj(t) and q92(t ) (t >~O) be increasing fimetions, 
(iii) d and p be positive integers, 
(iv) ~1, ~2 . . . . .  ~d and [31, [32 . . . . .  [3p be sequences of real numbers, 
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(V) Rl(U ) = R l (u ,d  ) = ~--~id_o I _  o~i+l(Wl((i ÷ l)~Ol(U)) -- Wl(i(pl(u))),  
p--I /~J+ l (w2(( j  ÷ i)(p2(U)) -- W2Q]'(P2(/~))). (vi) Rz(u) = R2(u, p) = Z j :o  
Assume that the following conditions hold true. 
(C.6) lim lim o(0  ) .~. k+lj 
O"~l k--+o~ (~9((0 k) 
(C.7) lim inf q~/(ok) 
O/-~oc k~>l (p((O k-1 ) 
d p 
(c .8 )  + : 1 
i=1 j=l 
Then we have 
- -  1 ({  = 1 ,2 ) ,  
- -  oc  ({  = 1 ,2 ) ,  
lira sup(v(~ol (u))Rl (u) + 7(~o2(u))R2(u)) --- 1 
U~OG 
a.s. 
and 
liminf(7(q)l(U))Rl(U ) + 7(~o2(u))R2(u)) = -1  a.s., 
u~oc 
where 
7(t) = (2t log log t)-i/2. 
Note that by (C.6) and (C.7) 
7(~oe(n)) ~ (2~og(n) log logn) -1/2 ({ = 1,2). 
Proof. Since 
) ~ol(t) 1/2Ri(t) E.A/" O, ~zzi+l , 
\ i=0 / 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
p--I ) 
0, 2 9z(t) 1/2R2(t) E ~¢P Z fli+l 
k i=0 / 
and by (C.8) 
Qt = ~Pl(t)-1/2Rl(t) + ~Pz(t)-I/2R2(t) C Jff(O, 1), 
we have, for any e > 0, 
P (¢pl(t)) l'/2]Rl(t)l ~>(1 + e) \ i=0 ~x2+I 
~< (log t) -(1+~)2, 
l//2 / 
(2 log log t) 1/2 
(5.4) 
and 
P 
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( el) ) (qo2(t)) I/2[R2(t)I~>(1 +c)  Zf i i21  (2]oglogt) 1/2 
\ i  0 
~< (logt) (1+6)2 (5.5) 
P([Q,I >~(1 + c)(21oglogt)V2)<~(logt) (11-~)2 (5.6) 
Define the sequence N(k) = [O h] (O > 1). Then by (5,3), (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6) 
and 
( )) LP  y(~Ol(N(k)))]R,(N(k))l>~(1 ÷ c) ~2+, 
k=l \ i=0 )1,2) 
Z Pk=I  )'(¢P2(n(k)))]R2(X(k))]~(1-t-c)Q~ fli21 
oo 
ZP(]QN(k)[ >~(1 + g)(21oglogN(k)) 1/2) < 
k=l 
tbr any c > 0. Hence 
] , '2 
k--+ ~c \ i=0 
< 2 ,  (5.7) 
< oc, (5 .8 )  
(5.9) 
(5.10) 
lim sup  7((p2(N(k)))lR2(N(k))[ ~ ~2 i+1 
k~o~ 
and 
lim sup QN(k) ~< 1 
k~ (21oglogN(k)) j/2 a.s. 
1/2 
Consider an integer n in the interval [N(k -  1),N(k)). Let 
( ~pl(n) \ I/2 o,, = on(o) = / 
\~(N(k -  1)) ) 
-.1 
and 
1/2 
- -  l ,  
~o2(n) ) 
#n /~.(O) = ~o2(N~---- 1)) 
Note that by (C.6) 
lim lim 0n(O) = 0 
(-)'%| n~oc  
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
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and 
lim lim p , (O)  = 0. 
O "-.A n ---* o,z 
Then 
Q, - QN(k-I)  = (qgl(n))-1/2Rl(n)  - (qgl(N(k - 1 ) ) ) - t /2R l (N(k  - 1 )) 
+ (~02(n) ) - t /2R2(n) -  (qoz(N(k -  1 ) ) ) -1 /2R2(N(k -  1)) 
= ((o l (n) ) -1 /2(R l (n)  -- R l (N(k  - 1))) 
On 
On(~Ol (N(k -  1 ) ) ) - l /2R l (N(k -  1)) 
I + 
+ (~02(n))- l /2(R2(n) - R2(N(k  - 1)) 
Pn (~p2(N(k -  1 ) ) ) -1 /2Rz(N(k -  1)). 
1 +Pn 
Consequently, 
[Qn - QN(k-I)I 
(2 log log n) t/2 
<~ 7(qgl(n)) lRl(n) -- R , (N(k  - 1))[ 
+7(~p2(n))lR2(n ) - R2(N(k  - 1 ))] 
+ l~o y(q~,(N(k - 1)))IR~(N(k - 1)) I 
+ 1 +~n n y(~pz(N(k - 1 ) ) ) [R2(N(k  - 1)) I. 
Consider 
(5.15) 
7(¢Pl(n))[Rt(n) -- R l (N(k  - 1))] 
~< 2(d+ 1)y(qgl(n)) sup [Wl ( iqg l (n ) ) -  Wl ( i~o l (N(k -  1)))1 
O<~i<~d 
~< 2(d + 1)y(cpl(n)) sup sup 
O<~t<~d~pl(N(k-l)) O<~s<~d(q~r(N(k))-q~l(N(k-I))) 
[Wl(t + s) - Wl(t)[. 
Applying Theorem 1.2.1 of Cs6rg6 and R6v6sz (1981) with T = d~pl(N(k)) ,  aT = 
d(q~t(N(k ) ) -  ~o l (N(k -  1))), we obtain 
lim lim 7(q~/(n)) lR/(n) - R / (N(k  - 1))1 = 0 a.s. 
0~1 k---* oo 
for f = 1. The proof for { = 2 is the same. 
Now (5.15), (5.16), (5.10), (5.11), (5.13) and (5.14) imply 
lim lim [Qn - QN(X.-J)[ = 0 a.s. 
o~l k--.oo (21ogiogn)l/2 
Hence by (5.12) and (5.17) we have 
0n 
lim sup (2 log log n)1/2 n~ ~<1 a.s. 
(5.16) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
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Note that here n runs to infinity through the integers. Applying again Theorem 1.2.1 
of Csorgii and Rlvesz (1981) we get that (5.18) remains true if n runs through the 
positive real numbers. Hence we have 
lim sup(~(cp~(u))R~(u) + ~(cp2(~))~2(u))d 1 
U-E 
a.s (5.19) 
Now we turn to obtaining the lower estimate of the left hand side of (5.1). Let 
E > 0 be given and choose 0 in such a way that 
,wQ(N(~ - 1)) < WV(~)) and d~(N(k - 1)) < w(N(~)). (5.20) 
Put 
.41(k)=R,(N(k + 1)) - @IWI(~VI(N(~))), 
42(k) = RdN(k + 1)) - PI Wpm(N(k))), 
T(k) = (cpl(N(k + 1)))-l’2Lll(k) + (cpz(N(k + 1)))-1’242(k). 
Observe that, by (5.20), T(l), T(2), . are independent, normal r.v.‘s with 
W(k))’ 
1 
d-l 
= cpl(N@ + 1)) 
c ~;+lcpl(w~ + 1)) + ~:oPluw + 1)) - dVlW(k))) 
i=l 1 
1 
i 
P-l 
+ cpz(N(k + 1)) 
c B;+l cpz(N(k + 1)) + P:(cp2(w + 1)) - Fv2(N(k))) 
;=, 1 
= 1 - a$? cPl(N(k)) cpz(N(k)) 
cpl(N(k + 1)) + fi%2(N(k + 1)) > ’ 
where 
o < %fd cpl(N(k)) cp2(N(k)) 
q,(N(k + 1)) + p$2(N(k + 1)) GE. 
Hence 
P(T(k)>(l - &)(2loglogN(k + 1))“2)3(logN(k))-(l-‘)~. 
Consequently, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we have 
T(k)3(1 - &)(2loglogN(k + l))“I i.0. 
with probability 1. By the original LIL, (5.20) and (5.3) 
limsupy(cpt(N(k + l))w~(dm(N(k)If~ a.s. 
P-CC 
and 
(5.21) 
liyzpy(v2(N(k + l))W2(~2W(k)))d& a.s. 
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Hence (5.21 ) implies 
lim sup(y(~ol(N(k))Rl(N(k)) 4. 7(q92(N(k)))R2Up2(N(k)))) ~> 1 a.s. 
k~oo 
which, in combination with (5.19), yields (5.1). We get (5.2) by symmetry, and Lemma 
5.1 is proved. [] 
Proposition 5.1. Assume the conditions of  Lemma 5.1. Then the limit points of  the 
random vectors 
W2(x 2(v)) 
(2¢pl(T)loglogT)l/2 , (2q)2(T)loglogT)l/2 j , x ,y  E [0, 1], 
(as T --~ 00) is ~2. 
Proof. Let 
X(u ,d)  = (y(qgj(u))(Wl((i 4- 1)qgt(u)) - Wl(iqgl(u))), i = 0, 1 . . . . .  d - 1), 
Y(u, p) = (7(~02(u))(W2((i 4- 1)q~2(u)) - W2(iq92(u))), i = 0, 1 . . . . .  p - 1), 
Z(u; d, p)  = (X(u,d),  Y(u, p))  E ~a+p. 
Lemma 5.1 implies that the limit points of  the process Z(u ;d ,p )  (as u ~ ~)  
is a subset of  the unit ball of  ~a+p which contains the boundary of  this unit bali. 
Since the same fact is true for Z(u;d 4- 1, p) (with the unit ball of  ~a+p+l), we 
have that the limit points of  Z(u; d, p) is exactly the unit ball of  R a+p. Consider now 
the linear interpolation (in t) hl(t ,u,d) of 7(q)j(u))Wl(tq~z(u)) over the node points 
O, 1/d, 2/d ..... d/d, and the linear interpolation h2(t,u,d) of V(q)2(u))W2(tq)z(u)) over 
the node points 0, l /p,  2/p ..... p ip.  Observe that for the processes 
L X*(u ,d)  = (~)((/91(u))(m¿( q)l(U)) - Wl(dq)l(u))) ,  i = O, 1 . . . . .  d - 1), 
Y*(u, p) = (7(q)2(u))(w2(i 4- 1 q)2(u)) - w2( iq)2(u))) ,  i = O, 1 . . . . .  p - 1 ), 
P P 
we have 
(dX* (u,d), p r*(u, p ) ) Z ( v/-dX(u,d), x/f ly(u, p)  ), 
where the left hand side is the slope vector of  the process (hi(t, u,d),h2(t, u, p)). This 
vector converges to (as a process when u ~ ~)  
(x/dri, i = 1,2 . . . . .  d,v/-fivi, i = 1,2 . . . . .  p)  
where (ri, i = 1,2,. . . ,  d, vi, i = 1,2 . . . . .  p) is in the unit ball of  g~a+p, implying that 
lim hi (t ,u,d)dt + h2 ( t ,u ,p)dt  <~ l. 
U ~ O(2) 
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Now, applying a lemma of Riesz and Sz.-Nagy (1955, p. 75), or see Lemma 1.3.1 
in Cs6rg6 and RSv6sz (1981), we have Proposition 5.1. For the details we refer to 
Cs6rg6 and R6v6sz (1981, Section 1.3). [] 
Def in i t ion 5.1. 
* " = ~<l ,  v>~0},  
\2x /  
I {(u, 0); u ~ [-1,1)}, 
D(2~,p) D*(2~,p) \ I. 
Lemma 5.2. Assume that the operator A satisfies conditions (C.1)-(C.5). Then, ./or 
fixed 0 < x <~ 1 and fixed 0 < y <~ l, the set of points 
{(f(yAg(x)),A~ "x"  } at ,7 fo r  all (f('),0('))~ S --D(Z,,p). (5.22) 
Here and throughout, we will use the convention 0/0 = I. 
Proof. At first we prove that 
\ ~ ,Ag(x) ; ( / ( . ) ,g( . ) )  C .69o2 cD(,~x,p). (5.23) 
I f  for any ( f ,g )  E ,9 °2, Ag(x) -~ O, then, as f (O)  = 0 for all of 2 functions, 
fO,Ag(x))/x/yAg(x) = 1 by convention. So we might suppose that Ag(x) 7 ~ O. We 
assume that 
f(yAg(x)) 
-- ~ ¢ :t=1. (5.24) 
(The case ~ = 4-1 contradicts the assumption that Ag(x) ¢ 0.) Then f(yAg(x)) = 
z~xfyAg(x), and hence 
f0 .2 1 >~ f (s)ds>~c~ 2, 
Let 
o(s) h(s) - 
Since by (5.25) 
'/0' ]~2(s)ds 1 ~2 
we conclude that 
.I 
implying ./~i 02(s)ds<<'l - ~2. (5.25) 
0~<s~< 1. (5.26) 
02(s)ds~l, 
h(s) C ,~, and therefore Ah(x)<~2x. (5.27) 
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Consequently, by (5.24), (5.26) and (5.27), 
+ j = ) 
---- ~2 4- ((1 -- °~2)~-P/2Ah(x)~2/P~x ~] 
(Ah(x)  2/° =a24- (1 - - :2 ) \  )-x J 
~<~2+1_~2= 1, 
proving (5.23). 
Now we prove that 
{{f(yAg(X))A_ ~ ,  "x"_ } 
In order to see (5.28), we show that for any (u,v) E D(2x, p) there exists an 
( f ( . ) ,g ( . ) )  E 6 f2 such that 
f(yAg(x)) 
- -  u and Ag(x) = v. (5.29) 
v/yAg(x) 
Let first u = 1, v = O. In this case, the pairs g(s) =-- O, O~<s~<l, and any f E 5 P 
satisfy (5.28). Suppose now that v ¢ O, and define 
__ s if 0 < s<~yAg(x), 
f(s) = v/yAg(x) (5.30) 
u~/yAg(x) if yAg(x)<~s<~ 1. 
Moreover, let g0(') ~ 5 e be a function for which Ago(x) = 2x. Define 
( V__U_ ~ lip 
g(s) = \ ;tx / go(S). 
Then (5.30)-(5.31) imply (5.29), and 
I J '2(s)ds + 02(s)d s = u 2 + OZo(S) ds 
( v ~ 2/p 
<<, u2 4- \ 2x ) <~1. 
This proves (5.28), and hence also the lemma. [] 
(5.31) 
Lemma 5.3. Assume that the operator A satisfies conditions (C.1)-(C.5).  Then for 
0 <x<~l, 0 < y<~l fixed 
sup f(yAg(x)) _ 21/221x/2pp/4(  - 2) -(p+2)/4. (5.32) 
(f,g)Eb a2 v/Y 
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Proof. By Lemma 5.2 
f (yAg(x) )  
sup - -  sup  UU 1/2 " U 2 q-  i ~xx /  41  
_ ~_ 21 /221/2  p/4  ~ ~ , '~ - - (p+2) /4  sup{2x l /2u(  1 u2) p /n :O~u~- I  } ' x P (k 'T  z-! ' . [~ 
6. Proofs of Theorems 3.1 - 3.3 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (Sketch) Apply Proposition 5.1 with 
~pl(T) = (2Tloglog T) p/2, q~2(T) = T. 
Then for any ( f ,9 )  E 5 g2 pair of functions we have a subsequence {Ti = Ti(og), i = 
1,2 .... } of functions uch that 
W~ (z~ol ( Ti ) ) W2(xL ) 
(2~ol(Ti)loglogTi)l/2 --, f ( z ) ,  (2TiloglogTi)b,2 --~ g(x), (6.1) 
uniformly in [0, 1 ]. Applying the operator A to the second relation in (6.1) easily implies 
that AWz(xT,.) ~ q)l(Ti)Ag(x). Now by composition and with the notation yAg(x) = z. 
we obtain that 
W1 (yA Wz(xTi)) 
f (z ) ,  (6.2) 
LP/4(2 log log Ti)(P+2)/4 
which proves that the limit set is a subset of the stated limit set. 
For proving the converse, suppose that the left-hand side of (6.2) has a limit point 
for a suitably selected sequence {Ti}. Then there exists a subsequence {Tii} for which 
(6.1) holds. Consequently, by Proposition 5.1, ( f ,  9) E 5 p2 and 
WI(yAW2(xTij)) ---* f (yAo(x)) .  
TijP/4(2 log log Tij ) (p+2) /4  
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1. [] 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Theorem 3.2 is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 5.3. 
In particular, in the ease of (3.7) we note that (cf. (v) of Section 3) 
/0 ,/0 AW2(xT)  :=  IW2(yT)lPdy = -f IW2(t)[Pdt, t = yT. U 
Proof of Theorem 3,3. Let 
Wl(t) if t>~0, 
W~+(t)= 0 if t~<0, 
Wl(t) if t~<0, 
Wl-( t )= 0 if t>~0. 
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Then, clearly, 
WI(W2(t))=W~(W2(t))+ WI-(W2(t)) 
=f  W~(W2(t)) if W2(t)>~O, 
WI-(W2(t)) if W2(t)<<.O 
and 
ml(lmz(t)l) = m~+(m2(t)) + m~+(-m2(t)) 
W+(Wz(t)) if 
= W+(-W2(t)) if 
where 0~<t < oc. By (3.5) we have 
25/43-3/4 = lim sup WI(IW2(T)[) 
r -~  TU4(loglog T) 3/4 
where 
w2(t)>~0, 
w2(t)~<0, 
= max 
w+(w2(r) ) 
lim sup Tl/4(log log T) 3/4 
\ r~  
w((- W2(T)) 
, lim sup TU4(log log T)3/4 
T--~ oc 
T6~ 
: {t : t~>o, w2(t) > o}, 
~={t .  t>~o, w2(t) < o}. 
Due to symmetry, we have 
w+(w2(~)) 
lim sup TU4(log log T) 3/4 
T----~ ~ 
T6d  
w+(-w2(r)) 
= lira sup T1/4(log log T) 3/4 
T--* o~ 
T6~ 
w~(w2(r)) 
= lim sup Tl/4(log log T) 3/4' 
T-+oo 
TE ,~ 
and hence also Theorem 3.3. [] 
a .s . ,  
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